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OBSTRUCTION THEORY

AND MULTIPARAMETER HOPF BIFURCATION1

BY

JORGE IZE

Abstract. The Hopf bifurcation problem is treated as an example of an equivariant

bifurcation. The existence of a local bifurcating solution is given by the nonvanishing

of an obstruction to extending a map defined on a complex projective space and is

computed using the complex Bott periodicity theorem. In the case of the classical

Hopf bifurcation the results of Chow, Mallet-Paret and Yorke are recovered without

using any special index as the Fuller degree: There is bifurcation if the number of

exchanges of stability is nonzero. A global theorem asserts that the sum of the local

invariants on a bounded component of solutions must be zero.

I. Introduction. Several topological methods have been used in the study of the

Hopf bifurcation problem (see [AY, II, 12, CMY]). The basic idea of this paper is to

consider the existence of a periodic solution to an autonomous differential equation

as an obstruction to the construction of an extension for equivariant mappings, in a

sense which will be clear later. It should be pointed out that this obstruction

approach is not limited to problems with an Sl action and that it should work in

different contexts.

In the Hopf bifurcation problem one looks for periodic solutions of the equation

(*) dX/dt = L(fi)X+g{n,X)=f(ii,X),

where X e Rw, p € R*-1, k > 2, L(¡i) is a C01 family of M X M matrices and g is

C11 in A'and C0'1 in p. Furthermore the following hypotheses hold:

H.l. g(n, 0) = 0, g(n, X) = o( X) as X tends to 0, L(0) is invertible.

H.l implies that X = 0 is a stationary solution and that there is no small norm

stationary solution for p close to 0, but X = 0.

H.2. There is a ß > 0 and integers 1 = m, < m2 < • ■ ■ < m, such that ±iß,

+ im 2ß,..., ±im/ß belong to the spectrum of L(0) and no other eigenvalue of L(0) has

the form mß, m an integer.

H.2 implies that X = L(0)X has periodic solutions with periods 2ir/ß,

2ir/m2ß,... ,2-n/mß. It is easy to see that, if L(0) has no purely imaginary
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eigenvalues, then the full equation cannot have periodic solutions close to X = 0,

p = 0. On the other hand, L(0) may have other purely imaginary eigenvalues since

there is no other condition on its spectrum.

H.3. Let dj be the algebraic multiplicity of imjß and let otj kl[fi) + i(mß + y¡ k (¡i))

with «7 A)(0) = Y,,¿0(0) = 0, k0 — 1,... ,dj,j = 1,...,/, be the corresponding eigenval-

ues of L(fi), counted with multiplicity (aj k (p)) and y, A (p.) are continuous in p: see

[12]). Assume that a.j ka(n) =£ 0 for ¡i small, p =£ 0.

H.3 is a transversality condition and implies that X = L(p:)X has no periodic

solution with period close to 2ir/ß,. ..,2-n/mß, forp =£ 0.

For the case of a one-parameter problem (k = 2), let nf be the number of

eigenvalues crossing from left to right (respectively from right to left) the imaginary

axis at imß as p passes through 0. More precisely, nj is the number of «7 k(fi)

which pass from negative values to positive values. Set rtj = n"f — nj. It is easy to

see that «y is independent of the choice in numbering the eigenvalues.

The first result for global Hopf bifurcation was given by Alexander and Yorke in

1974, using cohomology theory.

Theorem 1. Ifk = 2 and | E'_, «,| is odd, then there is a continuum i«RMXRxR4

of points (X0, p, T), corresponding to nontrivial periodic solutions, starting at X0 and of

period (not necessarily minimal) T. This continuum branches off (0,0,2tr/ß) and is

either unbounded or goes to another point (Xx, p,, T,) with L(fix)Xx + g((ix, Xx) = 0

a stationary solution.

This theorem was later proved in [II], using homotopy arguments, as a special

example of a two-parameter bifurcation problem, and extended to abstract parabolic

equations in [12].

In fact it is easy to see that it is enough to have one of the nfs odd to get the same

conclusion, with the continuum starting at (0,0,2tr/mjß), since there is no conclu-

sion on the minimality of the period.

Theorem 1 was then improved by Chow, Mallet-Paret and Yorke in 1978 to the

following:

Theorem 2. If k = 2 andTJj=xnj/m, ¥= 0, then the same conclusion holds. In fact it

is enough to have one of the nfs # 0.

The proof of this theorem relies on a degree, introduced by Fuller, for periodic

orbits for ordinary differential equations. The change of degree for p passing

through 0 is exactly the above sum.

Although the Fuller's degree has all the properties of the usual degree, its

nonvanishing does not guarantee the minimality of the period (see the examples in

[II] or in [AY]) and is not necessary for bifurcation in the sense that if the degree is

zero one should be able to find a nonlinearity without periodic solutions. This last

statement is of course not a rigorous one but rather a feeling which will be made

more precise, using the obstruction approach for multiparameter bifurcation, in a

subsequent paper. From Theorem 2 it seems that a " necessary" condition would be

that some w. is nonzero.
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The present paper is then an attempt to understand the Fuller's degree, in

particular the specificity of autonomous differential equations (giving equivariant

bifurcation equations), and to try to answer the above question.

In this context, the following result, together with some extensions and corollaries

given in the text, will be proved:

Main Theorem. (1) If 2 < k < 2M, there are integers nj(k),j = l,...,l, such that

if n ¡(k) # 0 then there is a continuum in C°(RM) X R' X R* of periodic solutions of

period T (not necessarily minimal) branching off (0,0,2ir/mjß) and either being

unbounded or going to another stationary point. nAk) is the class of imjvl — T(p), for

||p|| + \v — ß\ = p small, in the stable group Il¿ ,(GL(CM)) (which is, according to

Bott's periodicity theorem, Z ifk is even, 0 ifk is odd) and «y(2) is the above nj.

(2) If the continuum is bounded and each stationary point on it, (X , p , T ), p in a

finite set I, is such that the linearization of f(n, X) at (p , X ) has the form of(*) with

L(n) replaced by Lp(X) and satisfies H.l, H.2, H.3, then the following formula holds:

(1)                 0=  £ SigndetL,Ox,)      £      «,(*, p)/(m;(p)) */2,
p*i /-l.'„

where nik, p), mip) are the corresponding integers for (Xp, ¡xp) and all eigenvalues

ofLp(ii) of the form mj(p)2tt/Tp.

Note that for k = 2 one recovers the Fuller's degree result. The unstable case

(k > 2M) will also be studied and it will be seen that if all «,(/:) are zero, then there

is a nonlinear part so that the bifurcation equations have no nontrivial solution (see

§11.4).
Despite its length, this paper is based on a rather simple topological idea: in the

local bifurcation problem, one looks for a solution of (*) with \\X\\ = e for any small

e. From the hypotheses, it is easy to see that there is no such solution if ||p|| + \v — ß\

= p and e is small enough. One then changes the question of finding a zero to (*) to

proving that the equation (*), restricted to the set ((p, v, A')/||p|| + \v — ß\ = p,

||A"|| = e), has no nonzero equivariant extension to the set ((p, v, X)/||p|| + \v — ß\

< p, \\X\\ = e}. In particular, (*) itself must have a zero, with ||A"|| = e. This new

setting has the advantage of allowing deformations of (*) and hence to give sufficient

conditions for existence of solutions. Equivariant obstruction theory is then the

topological machinery which formalizes this idea. The main characteristics of this

tool are recalled in §11.3 and a step-by-step construction of the extension is given in

Remark II.4.b.

It is then clear that the same idea is applicable to any bifurcation problem which

is equivariant under the action of some compact Lie group. The only difficulty is to

compute the obstructions (this is the subject of a paper in preparation). In the

present case, the Lie group is S1, corresponding to translation along orbits. If one

works in the space of orbits (taking the quotient by the action or fixing the phase in

terms of classical Hopf bifurcation), one is lead to consider complex projective

spaces. On the other hand, it should be pointed out that the same technique works,

without any change, to any bifurcation problem with an S1 action: instead of a
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Fourier decomposition, one has a decomposition on irreducible subspaces. For

example [Mt] considers a problem with a free action of S1 on the space variable X.2

Other concrete examples may be found in [AY, CMY, FR, II, 12], and in Remark

II.4.5.

It is important to observe that the k parameters in this problem have a crucial

role. However, in many concrete models, one has additional dummy parameters.

One may then apply the results of this paper to each fixed value of these new

parameters and expect a "surface" of bifurcating solutions. This "surface" should

have the dimension of the space of dummy parameters plus one (coming from the

dimension of the orbits). That this is so is proved in [IMPV] and, for the general

equivariant case, in a paper in preparation with the same authors.

A final comment about the organization of the paper is in order: One of the main

purposes of this research is to apply the method of obstruction theory to a problem

in analysis. This implies that the proof of the Main Theorem spans the whole paper

and that the flow of the reasoning is interrupted by a fair number of remarks. These

are either of an explanatory character, or explore alternate routes, or go deeper into

the topology. In most cases the point where the main proof resumes is marked so

that, in a first lecture, there is no break in the reading process. Some of the basic

tools of nonlinear functional analysis are assumed without precise reference. They

may be found in any standard text on the subject, for instance in [Ni]. Throughout

the paper, the degree of a map stands for the Brouwer degree at 0 for a map defined

on a ball, and is denoted by deg. The class of a map is the homotopy class, the

homotopy group is clear according to the context. The stable class of a matrix, the

integers ny(k), are denoted Degree.

In the next section the local bifurcation result will be proved and in the following

part the global bifurcation will be considered.

II. Local bifurcation.

ILL The bifurcation equations.

Contrary to the preceding articles, where the geometrical space RM was consid-

ered, the bifurcation problem will be studied in the space of 27r-periodic functions,

where the group action is explicitly given in terms of Fourier series.

To begin, the problem is normalized by fixing the period to be 27r. Thus put

t = vt and (*) becomes

(*)„ pX = L{n)X+g(n,Xh

where X = dX/dr. 27r-periodic solutions of (*)„ correspond to 277/>'-periodic solu-

tions of (*).

Secondly, the reals mod 2w are identified to S1. The spaces W1-2(S1), L2(S1) of

real-valued functions x: Sl -* R, with inner products

1      rt-n.
(xi> x2)e = ^T~ I    (xxx2 +exxx2) dr,        e = l,0,

277 J0

2 The author wishes to thank the referee for indicating this reference to him.
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are identified with the space of Fourier series T.^xxne'nr, with x_n = x„ and

E^l + en2)\x„\2 < oo. Then let E be L2(S1)M and let B be W1-2(S1)M; it is

straightforward to check that (*)„ defines a C1 map from R'x5 into E and that

vX - L(n)Xis a Fredholm operator of index 0 from B to E. Thus (*)„ is equivalent

(by projection on the Fourier series basis for E) to the infinite-dimensional system

(*)„ (ivnl- L(,i))X„-gn(ß,X0,Xx,...) = 0    fovn>0.

Here X(t) = Lxx Xne'"\ Xn e CM, X_„ = X„, is an element of B and

g„(li, X0, Xx,...) = (1/2t7)/02"g(ti, X(r))e-"Tdr.

Since v is close to ß and p close to 0 it is clear that, from hypotheses H.1-H.3, the

linear part ivnl - L(p) will be singular only for v = ß, ¡x = 0 and n = mx,.. .,m¡.

Hence one can reduce locally the system to a finite-dimensional bifurcation equation

with the following argument: Write X(r) as

/

X(r)=   I */">' + Y{r),
J—l

where m_j = -nij, X_j = Xj, X0 = 0. (Note that for convenience the indices have

been changed.)

Thus 7(t) satisfies (*)n for n + 1, m2,...,m, and so, by the implicit function

theorem, there is a neighborhood of (X}■ = 0,j = 1,...,/, p = 0, v = ß) in CMI X Rk

such that (*)„, n ¥= 1, m2,.. .,mh has a unique solution Y(XX,... ,X¡, p, v, t). This

solution is C1 in Xx,... ,X,, continuous in p, v, belongs to B and

\\Y(r)\\B = o(\\(Xx,...,Xl)\ù    uniformly in p, „.

(This reduction process is standard. One could have reduced further to the kernels of

ißmi - L(0) but this is unnecessary for the moment. See [II, 12, or FR] for a similar

reduction. This new reduction will be done in Remark II.3.4 in §11.4.)

The problem is then equivalent, in this neighborhood of (0,0, ß), to the finite set

of bifurcation equations

(2) {ivmJI-L(li))XJ-gJ(¡x,v,Xx,...,X¡) = 0,       j=l,...,l,

with

gJ(u,v,Xx,...,Xl) = ^j2JgL,YJXJeim'+ Y(Xx,...,Xl,il,v,r)\e~im^dT.

This will be written as

(*K BJ(\)XJ-gJ(X,X) = 0,       j=l,...,l,

or

(*)h B(X)X-g(X,X) = 0.

Here X stands for the vector (p, v - ß) in R\

Remark ILL It is clear that the same derivation is possible if the equation (*)

were complex valued from the start. Then one has to consider the full Fourier series

and, for technical reasons, to look at the conjugates of (*)„ for n negative: for the

real case this amounts to twice considering the same problem. Also one could have
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phrased the problem in terms of real Fourier series but then the group action, which

will be seen to consist in commutation with complex numbers, is translated into

commutation with 2x2 matrices. These are more difficult to handle, although

everything else goes through, and in any case force a complex structure on the

problem.

II.2. Study of the bifurcation equations.

II.2.A. Basic properties.

(a) Bj(X) belongs to GL(CM) for X * 0, X small.

(b)g,(A, X) = o(\\X\\) for X small.

(c) For each p small enough, there is an r such that (*)h has no solution with

||X|| = p, 0 < 11X11 ^ r (this follows easily from (a) and (b)). In this section it will be

proved that (*)h has a solution with ||\|| < p, ||X\\ = r(p) for every p small enough.

(d)

(3) gj(\,e,*Xl,eim?*X2,...,eim>*Xl) = etmJ%{\, XX,...,X,).

This is the important equivariance property of the bifurcation equation and comes

from the autonomous character of (*), since it relates the bifurcation equation for

X(r + (i>) to the equation for X(t), both functions describing the same orbit.

Proof of (d). If

g„(p, Xj = ¿ PW, X(r + 4,))e-**dr,

then, by change of variables and periodicity, one has gn(ii, X^) = e'tt^gn(n, X0).

Hence, by the uniqueness of Y, one has that

Y(ei*Xu...,e'm<*Xhp,p,T)= Y{XX.Xhii, v,r + 4>).

Then, from the definition of g7 and the above property of Fourier coefficients, one

has the result.    Q.E.D.

II.2.B. Extension of maps. Choosing p and r as in property (c), one wishes to find

solutions to (*),, in the set Bk X S2IM-1 of (X, X) with ||a|| < p, \\X\\ = r, knowing

that (*)h maps Sk_1 X s2IM~l into CIM - {0}. From the topological point of view,

one would like an answer to the stronger question: Does any equivariant extension

of (*)h from Sk~l X S2IM~X have a zero or, conversely, does there exist an

equivariant extension of (*)h without zeros? Without loss of generality one may

divide (*)h by its norm/r, on Sk~l X s2IM~l, and assume that (*)h has its range in

S2iM-x = cY<= C'M, ||L|| = r}.(If (*)ft has an extension F(X, X), then r(*)h/\\(*)h\\

has the extension rF(X, X)/\\F(X, X)\\. Conversely, if '"(*)/,/||(*)A|| has the extension

G(X, X), then F(X, X) = r~lG(X, X)(p - \\X\\ + \\X\\ ||(*)fr(Xp/||X||, X)\\/p) is an

extension for (*)h. Since the group action is an isometry, the positive factors are

invariant and the equivariance is preserved.)

II.2.C. Nonequivariant extensions. Now continuous (real) extensions are treated

using obstruction theory. In the present case one would get obstructions in

Hi+l(Bk X S2,M~l), Sk~l X S2IM~\ Xlq(S2IM~l): these cohomology groups are

nontrivial only for q =■ k — 1 and q = k + 21M - 2. In both cases they are equal to

the coefficient group Uq(S2IM~l) (the main ideas and results of obstruction theory
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will be summarized in the next section). The primary obstruction is the class of

B(X)X0 (X0 a fixed point in S2IM~l): its nonvanishing gives bifurcation in all

directions X0.

From the exact homotopy sequence

- n,_,(t//M_,) - uk_x(uIM) -4 xik_x(s2<"-i) -

for the fiber bundle for unitary groups

/ p
tj ;/      __>  ç2(W-l

(see [St] or [14, §111.1]), P*[B(X)] = [B(X)X0] = 0 if and only if [B(X)] belongs to

Image ;*, that is if and only if B(X) can be deformed to a family of matrices of the

form

(o    C(X)j

with C(X) in U,M_V

The second obstruction turns out to be the class of (C(X)X, p2 — 2\\X\\2) in

n( + 2/M-i(^2'M1)' tnat is tne image under Whitehead's/-homomorphism of C(X).

Its suspension, (B(X)X, \\X\\2 - r2), gives solutions with \\X\\ = r and was studied

in [AY1,13,14]. The derivation of the above result and other relations between these

invariants will be given in another article.3 Here it is enough to remark that with this

approach (ignoring the equivariance) one gets the analogue of Theorem 1.

II.2.D. Equivariant extensions. In order to take account of the action of the group,

that is of the phase translation along orbits, it is necessary to look at the graph map

Sk-l   x S2IM-1  _+ Sk-X  x 52/W-l  x S2/M-l)givenby(A; *)-> (X, X,(*)h(X, X)),

where (*)h has been normalized. Then if one defines the group action as

eit>x = (e'4'Xx,...,e,mi,t,X¡),

it is clear that (X, e'^X) is sent into (A, e'*X, e"t'(*)h(X, X)) and that it is enough to

know the value of this map at one point of the orbit. This implies that, taking the

quotient on both sides by the action, one will get a continuous map and conversely.

However, due to the fact that the action is not free ((0,... ,0, Xt) for example has an

isotropy group 4> = +2km/ml, k = 0, 1,... ,m¡ - 1), the quotient space S2IM~1/S1

is a stratified set and obstruction theory is not readily applicable (see however [Ko,

Proposition 2.12]). Thus the free case will be studied first (/ = 1, no "weak"

resonance) and then the general case will be reduced to the free case by a trick which

will partly explain the change in the Fuller's degree.

In the free case, / = 1, the quotient of s2M~l by the standard action is the

complex projective space ÇpM~l and the quotient of S2M~X X s2M~l by the free

action ei*(X,Y) = (e'*X,ei*Y) is denoted by S2™'1 X^S2M~1-. Now, if one

considers the sphere bundle

S2M-1 _ Sk-X  x S2M-l  Xs¡S2M-l _\ Sk-l  X QpM-X

'There is a hint that obstruction theory is relevant to bifurcation in [A].
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with unitary bundle group and P(X, [X, Y]) = (X, [X]), it is easy to see that

cross-sections of this bundle, i.e. maps ^(A, [X]) = (A, [X, F(X, X)]), are in

one-to-one correspondence with equivariant maps F(A, A") from Sk~x X S2M~X into

S2M~x (see [Br, Chapter II, 2.6]). Then one has to extend the map induced by (*)h to

a continuous cross-section of the bundle, with Sk_1 replaced by Bk, a situation in

which one may apply obstruction theory.

II.3. Facts about obstruction theory.

For the reader's convenience the main ideas and results needed in this paper will

be recalled.

Consider a sphere bundle over a finite cell complex K: S"~x -» SS -» K with

connected group bundle (so that the coefficient bundle is a product [St, 30.4, p.

153]). Let L be a subcomplex of K. Recall that a cell complex K is U of,

q = 0,...,N = dim K,i = 1,.. .,aq, such that (i) a,q is a q-cell, (ii) if Kp = \Jqííp a,"

is the 17th skeleton of K, then a? O Kq~x = oaf is the exact union of cells (called the

faces of a¡<), (hi) if ; # /', then Int 0? n Int a? = 0. Cells are defined as the images

of the unit ball under an "attaching map" which is a homeomorphism on the

interior.

If / is a cross-section of the bundle over L, then one tries to extend / to a full

cross-section by extending xito Kq = Kq U L and increasing the dimension q. (Since

K° is a collection of points it is always possible to have an extension to K°). If/has

been extended to Kq, one has to extend it over all (q + 1) cells of K — L. But if

aq+1 is such a cell, then, since a is contractible, it is possible to assume that SS over a

is just a product bundle and that f\aa is of the form (x, g(x)), with g(x):

da -* Sn~l. But then it is well known that g(x) is extendible to a map from a into

S"~x if and only if g is deformable to a constant map in n^S"-1) (see [14] for

example). Since several (q + 1) cells may be attached to the boundary cells, one gets

in fact a cochain Cq+X(f) in Cq+X(K, L; n^S""1)), which is a cocycle with the

following properties:

(1) If /0 and/, are two cross-sections of the bundle over Kq which are homotopic,

then Cq+1(f0) - Cq+1(fx) [Hu, Lemma 3.3, p. 177].

(2) If /„ is as above, then /0 extends to Kq+l if and only if Cq+l(f0) = 0 [Hu,

Lemma 3.2, p. 177].

(3) If /is a cross-section of 3S\Kq~x and/is extendible over Kq, then the set of all

(q + l)-dimensional obstruction cocycles form a single cohomology class y(fq) in

Hq+X(K, L; Uq(S"-x)) and / extends over Kq+X if and only if y(fq) = 0 (i.e. one

may have to modify the previous extension but only on <?-cells, keeping fixed the

extension on Kq~x) [Hu, 5.1, p. 180; St, 34.2, p. 174].

(4) If Bq+X(f) c Hq+X(K, L; Xlq(S"'x)) is defined as empty if/is not extendible

to Kq and as the set of all yq+x(fq) for all extensions fq of / (cross-section of the

bundle over L) to cross-sections over Kq, then this obstruction set has the following

properties: (i) homotopic maps (as sections over L) have the same obstruction set;

(ii)/is extendible to Kq if and only if 6q+x(f) # 0 ; (iii)/is extendible to Kq+X if

and only if 0 belongs to 0q+x(f) ([Hu, 6.1, p. 181, 6.4 and 6.5, p. 182; St, 34.9, p.

176] use the homotopy lifting property).
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(5) If q = n - 1, then the obstruction set 0"(f) reduces to a single element, the

primary obstruction, y"(f) = onn~x(f) where

8: H'-X(L; Yln_x(S"x)) - H"(K, L; U„_x(S"-x))

is the usual coboundary operator in the cohomology sequence for the pairs (K, L)

and k"_1(/) is tne characteristic element of/(given byf*(ic"~x(S"~x))) with

/*: H"-X(S"-X; Un_x(S"-x)) -+ H"~X{L; n^S""1))

and k"-\S"-x) is the generator of the first group) [Hu, 13.1, pp. 189, 193; St, 35.4,

p. 178].
(6) Finally one has obstructions for lifting homotopies (with K replaced by

K X I): If/0 and/, are cross-sections of 3i\Kq and if ht is a homotopy of f0\Kq~x to

fx\Kq~x, then one has a difference cochain dq(f0, h„ /,) in C(K, L; Xlq(S"~x)) such

that

(a) odq(f0, h„ /,) = Cq+X(f0) - Cq+X(fx), o the coboundary operator [Hu, Lem-

mas 4.1, 4.2, p. 179].

(b) dq(f, h„ /,) = 0 if and only if h, extends to a homotopy of f0\Kq to fx\Kq [St,

33.4, p. 171].

(c) If / and g are cross-sections of 38 (or of 38 over Kq+X), such that f = g on L,

and if ht is a homotopy, relative to L, of f\Kq~2 to g\Kq~2 which is extendible to a

homotopy h't, relative to L, of f\Kq~x to g\Kq~x, then the set of obstruction cocycles

d\f, h'„ g) (Cq+X(f) = Cq+X(g) = 0) form a single cohomology class Sq(f, h„ g)

in Hq(K, L; n^S""1)) and h, is extendible to a homotopy of f\Kq to g\Kq if and

only if oq(f, h„ g) = 0 [St, 34.6, p. 175; Hu, 8.3, p. 184] (i.e. one may have to

modify h't on the (q — 1) cells). As before one may define obstruction sets, however

only the primary obstruction will be needed, i.e. for q = n - 1: then, from the

above,/and g are always homotopic onK"~2, the obstruction set consists of a single

element S"-\f,g) in H"X(K, L; n,,.,^"-1)) with j*8"~x(f, g) = Kn~x(f) -

K"~\g), where j* is the homomorphism H"~X(K, L) -> H"~X(K) induced by

inclusion and k"_1(/) is the characteristic element of/(as a mapping defined on K).

II.4. The free action case.

II.4.A. The cohomology groups. Eventual obstructions in this case, as explained in

the previous sections, will be elements of the cohomology groups

Hq+x{Bk X CPMX, Sk-X X CPM-X; n^S2*'-1)).

Now CPM  x, an M - 1 complex manifold, has the following cell structure:

QpM-l =i0u5Îu    . . .  y B2M-2 m CpM-2 y B2M2

where the cell

B2"  2 = \(xx,...,xM_x) E C"-yÏV < r2J

is sent into [xx,...,xM_x, (r2 - Ejl, V,|2)1/2] (so that oB2M~2 is sent into

[x„... ,xM^x,0], considered as the embedding of CPM~2 into QPMX [Sp, p. 146]).
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Bk U Sk~x is given the usual equatorial cell decomposition. This implies that the

cells in K - L are of the form Bk X B2p, p = 0,... ,M - 1. Since, for a given p,

there is just one cell and no cells in dimension 2p + k ±1, then all cochains are

cocycles and there are no coboundaries. Thus

Hk + 2p(K,L) = Z,       p = 0,...,M -1,

Hq+X(K, L) = 0   for q + 1 different from the above values.

Remark II.4. Another way to see this, since only the q's with q > 2M — 1 are of

interest, is to consider the exact sequence

Hq(Bk X CPM-X) -* Hq(Sk~x X CPM~X) -> Hq+X(K, L)

-» Hq+x(Bk X CPM-X).

Since Bk is contractible, H'(Bk X CPMX) = H'(CPM~X) (= 0 for / > 2 M - 1,

from the dimension), then

Hq+X(K,L) = Hq(Sk~x X CPM~X)    forq> 2M - 1.

From Künneth's formula and the restriction on q, this last group is Hk~x(Sk~x)

<8> Hqk + X(CPM-X) (there is no contribution from H°(Sk~1)). Since H2p(CPM~x)

= Z,H2p + x(CPM-x)= 0, 0 <p < 2M - 2, one gets the same result.

II.4.B. Deformation to the linear part. The primary obstruction will be forp = 0, if

k = q + 1 ^ 2M, in Uk_x(S2M~x) (by the universal coefficient formula); for p =

(2M — k)/2, if k is even and k + 2p = q+l= 2M (so that k < 2Af ), in Z; or for

p = (2Af - 1 - k)/2, if k is odd and k + 2p = q + 1 = 2M + 1, in X12M(S2M~X)

= Z2. However from properties (4) and (5), homotopic maps on L have the same

obstruction set (reduced to one element for the primary obstruction) and, since

homotopic sections are in one-to-one correspondence with equivariant homotopic

maps from Sk~x X s2M~x into CM - (0), one may deform the nonlinear part of

(*)h to 0. It is enough to consider the obstruction sets for B(X)X or for any D(X)X

if 5(A) is deformable in n^_,(GL(CM)) to D(X) (equivariance for linear maps

corresponds to complex matrices). One may use the following periodicity result:

Theorem (Bott). If k^2M, then LI^,(GL(CW)) is 0 if k is odd and Z if k is

even. So that if k is odd, any matrix B(X) is deformable to I and, if k is even, there is

an integer, Degree B(X), such that B(X) is homotopic to I if and only if this Degree is

0 [At].

But from the exact sequence

n^s2"-1) - xik_x(uM_x) - uk^x(uM) - xik_x(s2»-x)

for the fiber bundle of unitary groups, one has that, for k < 2 M — 1, /* is an

isomorphism (so that Xlk_x(UM) = Xlk_x(UM+x) for k < 2AÍ) and, for k = 2s <

2NÍ, B(X) is deformable to (0C£A)) with C(A) in GL(CJ). Furthermore T», as a

mapping from Xl2s_x(Us) into n2j_,(S2j_1) (both equal to Z), sends the generator

into an element of degree (s - 1)\. (Recall that P*B(X) = [5(\)(l,0,0,...,0)r].)
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Then Degree B(X) = (-1)1-1 degree (P*C(\))/(s - 1)\ [At]. If k = 2, B(X) is

deformable to D(X) if and only if det B(X) is deformable to det D(X) as mappings

from 51 into C- {0} and Degree 5(A) = degree det B(X). (Since C(A) is a

complex number and B(X) is deformable to such a matrix, det 5(A) is deformable

to C(A). This implies that one can replace C(A) by det B(X).)

II.4.C. The primary obstruction. It remains to compute the obstruction: let X be

written as X © X0, with X in Cp and X - 0, if* > 2M. Consider CT**"1 = CT^"1

U B2p U  ••■ U 52W"2with

CT'-1 = {\xx,...,xp,0,...,0\ = [*,0,...,0]} c CPM~X

(if p = 0, CT"1 is taken as empty).

If A: is odd and k < 2Af, then (*)h is homotopic to A" which is extendible to K, so

all obstructions vanish. Thus it is enough to study the cases p = 0 if k < 2M, and

p = M - s if k = 2s ^ 2M.

Define C(A) for ||A|| < p by HAHp^CiAp/HXir1). Then the section (A, [X, X0]) ->
(A, [X, X0, X, C(A)A"0]) is already defined on L U Kk + 2p-x = Kk+2p-\ since the

(k + 2p - /) cells of K - L,j > 1, are of the form Bk X B2p~J forj even: on them

X0 is 0. On the single cell Bk X B2p, attached by {(A, -Y)/I|A|| < p, 11*11 < r)

-» (A,[Á\(r2 - \\X\\2)x/2,0,...,0]), the section looks like

(A,[*,(^-||A-||2)1/2,0„..,*,C(A)((r2-||*||2)1/2,0,...,0)r]).

Now if one defines <f>(A, X,Y) = (A, [A\ (r2 - \\X\\2)x/2,0,.. .,0,Y]) from 5A X

B2p X s2M~x into the total space of the bundle over the cell Bk X B2p, and

T2(A, [X, (r2 - ||Jiri|2)1/2,0,...,y]) = Y (note that the phase is fixed by choosing

the second component real), then <j> is clearly a trivialization of the bundle and the

obstruction is the class of the map

(A,À')-(*,C(A)((,2-||À'||2),/2,0,...,0)r),

as a mapping from the boundary of Bk x B2p into S2M~X. (Note that for C(A)

unitary, ||T|| = r; this is also the reason for taking the square root of r2 - ||*||2.)

Now this map is deformable to (X, C(A)(1,0,.. .,0)r). Hence the class of the

application (X, A)-> (X, C(A)(1,0,... ,0)T) (using the degree of product for the

casep = M - s) is the class of C(A)(1,0,.. .,0)T in Xlk_x(S2M-x) (if p = 0) or in

n2.s-i(S2i-1) (if P = M - s). (Since X is complex, the mapping (A, X) -» (X, A)

has degree 1.)

In conclusion, one has the following result:

Theorem II.4.1. The primary obstruction is:

(i) 0 ifk is odd and k < 2 M, all obstructions vanish.

(ii) (-l)I_1(i - 1)! Degree.S(A) if k = 2s ^ 2M. If Degree5(A) = 0, then all

other obstructions vanish (B(X) is deformable to I).

(in) The class ofB(X)X0, with X0 fixed, ifk > 2M in Xlk^x(S2MX). If this class is

nontrivial, then one has bifurcation in all directions: in fact taking any X0 fixed, with

\\X0\\ = r, then B(X)X0 — g(X, X0) is nontrivial in Tlk_x(S2M~x) and the usual result

applies (see [II]).
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Note also that one could look at the class of the pair (B(X)X - g(X, X), X - XQ)

from the sphere {(A, A-)/||A||2 + \\X\\2 = p2 + r2} into R4M - {0}, which is the 2M

suspension of the preceding: in this case one is fixing the phase; see [14]. (This

suspension is an isomorphism if k < 4M - 2.) See however Remark II.4.4 below.

Before computing n(2), the following comments may be useful.

Remarks. II.4.a. If 5(A) is deformable to / via B(X, t) for ||A|| = p, then

5(Ap/||A||, ||A||/p)(||A||/p + ||A'||2)A' is an equivariant extension of 5(A) = 5(A, 1)

for ||A|| = p, without nontrivial zeros. However in the case of the Hopf bifurcation

problem the dependency on A should be of the form ivl — L(\i).

II.4.b. Step-by-step construction of the extension. One can get to this point without

using quotients, cross-sections or the heavy machinery of obstruction theory, but

considering directly the problem of equivariant extensions of mappings from S*_1

X S2M~X into S2M~X to mappings from Bk X S2M~X into S2M~X: in fact if

G(X, X), on {||A|| = 1, ||A"|| = 1}, has norm 1 and G(X,ei<>X) = e'*G(\, X), then

consider the following step-by-step equivariant extension: Let

B2p= {(xx,...,xp,0,...,0)eCM/\xx\2+  ■•• + |x/<l},

S2p~l its boundary. On S1, G(X, xx,0,.. .,0) = e'^G(X,l,0,... ,0). As a mapping

from S*_I intoS2W \ G(X, 1,0,.. .,0) extends to a mapping from Bk to S2M~X if

and only if it is deformable to a constant map, i.e. is trivial in Uk_x(S2M-1). If this

is the case, let G0(A) be the extension and define G0(X, xx) = e'^G^X) for xx = e">,

which coincides clearly with the original map on Sk~x X Sx. Let

G (A  x )= M^kÍ1-!*!!2)172'0'---'0)     for|A| = l,|x,|<l,

\G0(X,xx) for|A|< l,|x,| = l.

Gx(X,xx) is a continuous map from 3(5* X 52) into S2M~X, which extends to

C,(A, xx) as a mapping on Bk X B2, if and only if it is trivial in n^ + 1(52M_1). If

this is so, define G2(A, xx, x2) on 3(5* X 54) as follows:

g(x,xx,x2,(1 -|x,|2-|x2|2)1/2,0,...,0)    for|A| = l,|A-|< 1,

Gx(X,xx)    for|A|<l,x2=(l -|x,|2)1/2,

e^G^X^'^x^    for |A| < l,x2 = e'*{l - |*,|2)1/2.

Note that if x2 = 0, then \xx\ = 1 and C7,(A, e^x-f) = G0(A, e'^xf) = e"'*G0(A),

so that the definition is consistent. Furthermore, it is easy to check that G2(X, xx, x2)

is equivariant on Bk X S3, so that G2(A, xx, x2) = G(X, xx, x2,0,...,0) for |A| = 1,

| A" | = 1, since both mappings are equivariant and coincide from the definition of

GX(X, xx) for real positive x2.

The obstruction for extension will beinn/t + 3(52W"1) and, if it vanishes, one has

a map G2(X, xx, x2) on Bk X 54. Then setting

\G2(X,xx,x2)    for|A|<l,x3=(l-|x,|2-|x2|2)1/2,
Gj(X,xx,x2,x3) =

\e¡*G2(X,e-'*xx,e-*x2)    forx3 = e'*(l - \xx\2 - |x2|2)     ,
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one gets an equivariant map on Bk X S5, which coincides with

G\X,xx,x2,x3,il- ¿Z\x,\2\     ,0,...,0

onS^1 X S5.

If one has an equivariant extension Gp(X, xx,...,xp) on Bk X S2p~x, then, by

considering

G lx,xx,...,xp,   1- £>,.|2       -0,...,0      onSkXxB2p,

Gp(X,xx,...,xp) onBkxS2p-x,

one has an obstruction in n/t + 2/,_,(52A/_1) and,  if it vanishes,  an extension

Gp(X, xx,...,xp)toBk X Bp. Defining

"p+i(A, xx,. • • >xp + i)

-

p \'/2
i2

Gp(X,xx,...,xp)    ifxp + x=\l-Y,\Xi

e^Gp{X,e-^xx,...,e-^xp)    if xp+x = e'*[ 1 - £|x,-

P \l/2

1

one obtains an equivariant (and consistent) extension to Bk X S2p + X, as above.

To finish the proof, one would need the equivariant homotopy extension property

and to prove that the primary obstruction is unique and depends only on the

equivariant homotopy class of G(X, X) on Sk~x X S2M~X. This amounts to reprov-

ing these properties as done for CPM~X.

HAD. Computation of n(2). The numbers n ■(&) in the statement of the Main

Theorem are just the Degrees of ivm¡I — L(¡i): To complete the proof of the local

result (the existence of the continuum will be a consequence of the global result), it

remains to compute n(2) = degree det 5(A), with 5(A) = vil - L(p). Hence 5(A)

= Xl(vi — ej(fi)), where ey(p) are the eigenvalues of L(\x),j = 1,... ,2Af (which are

continuous in p). \v - ß\2 + |p|2 = p2, p so small that if e,(p) - vi = 0, then p = 0,

v = ß. It is enough to consider e^(p) corresponding to one of the eigenvalues passing

through iß: for the others the term vi - ey(p) can be deformed to ßi - e;(0)

(linearly on (p, v - ß)) and then to 1 in C. Then the degree of the determinant is the

degree of Xl((v — ß — Yy(p))/ - cíj(¡í)), where^ = 1,... ,dx (dx the algebraic multi-

plicity of iß), otj(fi) vanishing only at p = 0. Yy(p) can be linearly deformed to 0,

a^fi) can be linearly deformed to Signay(p) if it does not change sign, and then

(v - ß)i — sign otj(n) to 1, or to ±p if ay(p) changes sign as +p. The degree is then

the degree of

[{v - ß)i - p] "*[(v - ß)i + p]"- = /"+ + "-A"'Ä"-,

where A = v - ß + ip.. Since the factor z'"+ + "  can be deformed to 1, A contributes a

winding number 1 and X a winding number -1; the degree is n + - n_= n. Before
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treating the nonfree case in §11.5, the following comments go deeper into the study

of the linear part.

Remarks. 11.4.1. Here one does not need any transversality argument as in [AY]

or [II, Appendix].

11.4.2. If one had considered the bifurcationequation (*),, (*)_, for (Xx, X_x) (the

reason of conjugation is that the action on this couple is the standard action), then

one would have had to compute the Degree of ((iv - L(p)), (-iv — T(p))) which is,

in the real case, twice the Degree of iv — L(¡x), with the same result.

11.4.3. An example of a Hopf bifurcation with k = 4.

Mi       -f*2      ~ß      -r*3

-fi2     -p,      p3       -ß

ß       M3       Mi      -M2

-p3       ß      -p2     -p.

It is easy to see that det(A - L(p:)) = A4 - 2A2(|p|2 - ß2) + (|p|2 + ß)2 with |p|2

= p:2 + fi\ + p2, with eigenvalues ±(|p| ± iß). (Note that if one takes fi2 = fi3 = 0,

then n + = n~= 0, which is normal since the real parts of the eigenvalues, being

continuous mappings from RkX — {0} into R — {0}, cannot change sign if k > 2.)

If one considers the matrix

L(nx,p2,n3)

then

P x(L(n)-iv)P

"p, + i(ß- v)

-p2 - /p3

-p, - i(ß + v)

-p2 + ;p3 0 0

-P2 - »>3 "Mi + i(ß - v) 0 0

0 Op,- i(ß + v)

0 0 -p2 + i>3

Since P and P~x can be deformed to the identity as well as the lower right matrix

(for v close to ß), the class of L(it) — iv is the class of the matrix

'¡xx + i(ß-v) -(p2-/p3)

-(Mî + 'Mî)       -(Mi - i(ß - v))

and, by multiplying the second row by e"7 (which is an admissible deformation), it is

the class of

2      with A, = p, 4- i(ß - v),X2 = p2 + /p3,

denoted as A,*A2 in Atiyah's article, with Degree 1. Note that replacing A2 by A"2 or

X"2 one gets a matrix with Degree n or -n, whereas for k = 2, the Degree is limited

by ± [ A//2], the maximum number of eigenvalues crossing at iß.
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II.4.4. Higher number of parameters. If one defines the product of two matrices as

f{X)-*g{Y)=[fiX)®'»      V*-1^.
H \-l„®g{Y)     -f(X)®lNf

where X G RN, feRM, /(I)6GL(CW) and g(Y) <z GL(CN), then one ob-

tains an element of GL(C2WA/). The Degree of f(X)i g(Y) is (Degree f(X) X

Degree g(Y)) (this is the definition given in [At] with the negative of the second

row). Then (p, + iß)* A2 * A3 * ■ • • * Xs, with \,+1 = ¡i2j + ifi2J+x,j — l,...,s —

1, has Degree 1 (or Degree ±n if A2 is replaced by A"2 or X"2) and, by construction, if

p, = A2 = • ■ ■ = Xs = 0, this is ißlr . Write this matrix as A + iB and consider

the matrices

Then

A + iB 0     \^n p={ I      I
0 A -iB)        ' 1-/7    il

L(p„...,p2j_,)=M     -f)
satisfies properties H.1-H.3, with eigenvalues ±/'ß, and has Degree 1 (or

Degree ±n). This implies that, for each even k, one has a matrix L(p) acting on RM,

with M = 2*/2, with any Degree if k > 4, or with any possible Degree between

-[ A//2] and [Af/2] if k = 2.

II.4.5. Higher order differential equations. Note that one may also consider directly

systems of higher order differential equations: after scaling the period, one has to

work in WP'2(SX)M, p the order of the system. For example, one may look at the

system

Y" + A0Y + B(¡x)Y' + C(ß)Y= F(Y, Y', p)

with 5(0) = C(0) = 0, F a small nonlinearity. Writing Y = YJnein\ one is lead to

consider the system

(4) (-v2n2I + A0+ C(fi) + ivnB(ii))Y„ - F„(Y, Y\ p) = 0

(n > 0 for real solutions as before), which is reducible to those «'s such that

A0 — v2n2I is singular. For example, if M = 2, AQ = I, k = 4,

,<„>-(;<;• -) », cW.(; ;>

then, for v close to 1, one has to consider the above matrix for n = 1, with

determinant (1 - *>2)2 + vp, + p| + ¡i\ (so that it is nonzero for À = (1 — v, ft) 4>

0). The obstruction is the class of ((1 - v2)I + C(n) + ivB(n))(l,0)T, that is of the

vector (1 - v2 - ivtix,-¡i3 + iii2)T. This is a mapping of degree 1 (use the product

theorem), so that one has bifurcation. Note that if one tries to prove the existence of

periodic solutions to this system by reducing the problem to one parameter p. =

M/i6)'/ = 1' 2,3, then there will always be a nonlinearity without solutions. Choose a

smooth path tj ■(')> transversal to the first at the origin, and replace p by p(e) -

tj(|T|o) in the matrices 5 and C: a periodic solution with \Y\0 = r will give a solution

to the linear system, which is possible only if p = 0. But then p(e) and v(t) are

collinear (for e and / small) only for e = / = |T|o = 0.
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II.4.6. Reduction to the kernel. The results above are valid for any matrix 5(A) and

most of them do not take into account the fact that 5(A) = vil - L(¡x) has the

property that 5(0) * 0.

Theorem II.4.2. The primary obstruction, considered on CM, is always zero if

k > 2d, where d = dim ker 5(0).

Hence one has to consider the bifurcation equation on Cd.

Proof. The equation 5(A)A" - g(A, A") = 0 can be written as

(5) AX- T(X)X-g(X, X) = 0

with A = 5(0), T( A) = 5(0) - 5(A), T(0) = 0. Let X = Xx © X2, Xx in ker A, X2 in

a complement. Let Q be the projection of CM onto Range(^) and K the inverse of A

as mapping from the complement of ker A into Range( A ). Then the equation can be

written as (for A small enough)

A ( / - KQT( X )) { X2 - ( I - KQT( X ))~1KQT( X) A,

-(l-KQT(X))-1KQg(X,X)}

©-(/ - Q){t(X)(I - KQT(X)YXXX +(I - T(X)KQ)lg(X, X)

+ T(X)[x2 -(/ - kqt(x)Y1kq(t(x)xx + g(A, a-))]} = 0.

Now it is easily seen that the first part of the equation is uniquely solvable for

X2 = A-2(A, A,) for (A, A',) small enough, with ||A"2|| < C(||A|| \\XX\\) + o(\\Xx\\). Thus

the equation is equivalent to

(6) 5(A)A-, -g(A, A-,) = 0   on ker/I

with

B(X) = (l-Q)T(X)(I-KQT(X))-\

g(A, A",) = -(/ - Q)(I - T(X)KQ)~1g(X, Xx + X2(X, A",)),

and

g(A, A",) = o(||A-,||),       5(A) invertible for A # 0

(since 5(A) is invertible for A # 0, if 5(A)A" = 0 then 5(A)A", = 0) and 5(0) = 0

(see [II and 12]). Note that the equivariance is preserved.

Furthermore, the following equivariant deformations are admissible for ||A|| = p,

HA"!! = r, and so give the same obstruction sets: (i) replace g(A, A") by tg(X, X),

0 < t < 1; (ii) replace T(A) by T(rA) in the first and in the last parts, so that the

equation is deformed to AX2 © 5(A)A,. Let E be an isomorphism of CM, which

sends (/ - Q)CM isomorphically onto ker A and !%(A) into the complement of

ker A. Let E(t ) be a path of invertible matrices such that £(0) = /, E(l) = E. Then

the deformation E(t)AX2 © E(t)B(X)Xx is valid. After deforming EA to /, one gets

the matrix X2 © EB(X)XX, which is a suspension and so has its primary obstruction

zero, unless k = 2s < 2d: if k is odd and k < 2M this was already proved, 5(A) is

deformable to /; if 2d < k = 2s < 2M, then 5(A) and (IM~d, EB(X)) have the

same (stable) class, but (I'~d, EB(X)) is trivial since the image of (1,0,... ,0)runder
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this matrix is constant (see §II.4.B); if k > 2M, the class of 5(A) A"0 is 0 for the same

reason.    Q.E.D.

However, by considering the equivalent (local) equation

(6) 5(A)A", -g(A, A",) = 0    onker/9. = C,

one may apply the previous results for the case k > 2d: a primary obstruction given

by the class of 5(A)A"0 in Xlk_x(S2d^x) and, if k = 2d, bifurcation in all directions.

By applying the argument of global bifurcation to a neighborhood of ( A, = 0, A = 0),

where this reduction is valid, one will get a continuum but the alternative may be

false. In fact, the global index is zero if k is odd or if k is larger than

2 max(dimker(/wyß/ - L(p))). Note that here d < [M/2].

II.4.7. Secondary obstructions. If k > 2d, then the previous obstruction was the

first one only (for k < 2d it is the only one). If it vanishes, then 5(A) is the double

suspension of C,(A), an element of GL(C'/_1).

The next obstruction is in Hk + 2(K, L; Ylk_x(S2ä-x)) for p = 1. Writing, as

before, A", as 1® X0, A' in Cp, the second obstruction set is the same for the

reduced equation (6) and for the section (A, [X, X0]) -* (A, [X, X0, X, CX(X)X0]). It

contains the class of (X, X) -» (X,CX(X)(1,0,. ..,0)T) in Ylk + x(S2il-x), as before,

that is 225*C,(A). Note that one may replace C,(A) by S(a)C,(A), where a is any

element of Xlk(S2J~x) and 8 is the coboundary operator in the exact sequence for

the unitary group: then /+5(a)C,(A) = 5(A), from the exactness. However,

22/%C,(A) and 22P *8(a)Cx(X) may be different and the fact that I.2P*CX(X) is

nontrivial for some C,(A) does not imply that 5(A) A" cannot be extended, as the

following example shows: Let d = 3, k = 7 and consider the exact sequence

n7(i/3) - n7(s5) - n6(c/2) -U u6(u3)

P4 n6(55) i n5(í/2) i n5((/3) - n5(s5).

From Bott's theorem, Yl5(Uf) = Z and P* sends the generator in a mapping of

degree (d — 1)\ = 2, hence 5» is one-to-one. Also from Bott's theorem, Xl2d(Ud) is

Zd, (or see [Bo]) so that Y16(U3) = Z6. Now U2 is isomorphic to S3 X Sx [St, p. 129]

so that n5(£/2) = Z2 = n6(S5) and 8X, being onto, must be one-to-one, 5* is 0.

Finally U7(S5) = Z2 [Hu], Uj(Uf) = 0 [Bo]. U6(U2) s n6(53) = Z,2 [Hu, p. 329],

where the first isomorphism is given by P* in the sequence for the product bundle

p<    -x
Ux -> U2 -* s\

The situation is then

o   -   n7(55)    -    u6{u2)    4>    n6(i/3)    £       o

0      ^ Z2 ^ Z,2 ^ Z6 -> 0

n6(53)    I    n7(54)    I    n8(55)

z12       -    zezx2    -       z24
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[Hu, pp. 329, 330]. Then, if y(A) is the generator of X16(U2), ( ' (X)) generates

n6(i/3), y6(A) generates ker; and the first obstruction for any element of Xl6(U3)

always vanishes. Now 5fy generates n6(53), 25,*y generates the torsion compo-

nent of n7(54). The free component is generated by the Hopf map for quaternions

q and 1q generates Il8(55). Finally, 225fy = 21,q (see the above reference for these

results) implies that 22 is one-to-one.

Now given any element of n6(t/3), it can be written as

('    y.)'.   I-0.1.....5.    or    (7    yi+6).

But 22Pf(y*) = 2s2q and E25,*(yt + 6) = (2s + 12)2<?, which are two different

elements. Furthermore, ( ' y<, ) is deformable to the identity, and hence all its

obstruction sets contain 0, but 225f(y6) = 121q i= 0. This shows that secondary

obstructions may not be very useful for positive results (i.e. existence of bifurcation)

unless the matrix 5(A) has a very special form.

Assume now that 225*C,(A) = 0 and that one is in the stable range for the

suspension, i.e. k < Ad - 6. Hence 22 is an isomorphism and 5*C,(A) = 0, that is

C,(A) is deformable to I ' c (X)J. The next obstruction, for extension on Kk + 4, will

be the class of (xx, x2, C2(X)(1,0,...,0)T) = 245*C2(A). If it vanishes and 24 is an

isomorphism, true for k < Ad — 10, then C2(A) is the suspension of C3(A) with

obstruction, for extension to Kk + b, 265*C3(A), and so on. To go all the way to

jçic+2d-2 woui(j require 5(A) deformable to /. It would be interesting to know under

which circumstances the existence of an extension for B(X)X would imply the

triviality of 5(A) (true if k < 2d). Note that if one had not reduced the problem to

ker 5(0) in Remark II.4.6, one would get one of the higher obstructions with less

definite results. Note also that, if k > 2d, the stable class of 5(A) is always zero.

II.5. The nonfree action case.

II.5.A. Fixed point subspaces of isotropy subgroups. Recall that the bifurcation

equation

(•)» BJ(X)XJ-gJ(X,X) = 0,       j=l,...,l,

has the property that

gj(X,e'*X) = e'"',%(X,X),

where e'^X = (e'*Xx, e'm^X2,... ^""'^X,). Let MJa be the set of ally's in {1,...,/}

such that mj is a multiple of m/o (e.g. Af, = (1,..., /}). Then if one takes Xj = 0 for

ally's in Af, - A/-, the corresponding g.( A, A") are zero: in fact

gj{\,e2*i/mJ°X) = gj{\, X) = e2",m>/m>ogj(X, X)

from the choice of A", and the fact that mj/m0 is not an integer. This argument can

also be used to eliminate all nonmultiples of mJo in the Fourier series. Equivalently,

ttys can be achieved by looking for solutions with v close to mJoß, obtaining a

stratification of the possible solutions. This fact has to be taken into account in

order to construct an equivariant extension [Pa, Ko] and requires a delicate analysis

of these sets. However, one can reduce the nonfree case to a free action problem by

considering the following arguments.
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(ï) [BJ(X)rny>-g/(X,riï\rrl2"\...,rr)r')]yj

with f = r(X\t]j\2mi)~x/1. y stands for w/my, with m

II.5.B. Auxiliary problem. If Z is a vector in CM, denote Z5 = (Z,,.. .,ZSM), for

any positive integer 5. Let s2lM~x = {(tj,,. .. ,r¡,), tj; eC, E|Tjy|2 = 1} be the unit

sphere in CIM and consider the system

0,      j = l,--.,l,

n,'_,w,. This notation will

be used throughout §11.5.

Since the transformation tj = (tj,,. . ..tj,) -> X] = fr\"f> is onto, zeros of (*) will

give zeros of (*)h and each zero of (*)h will give many roots for (*); extensions

without zeros of (*)h to Bk X s2IM~x will give extensions without zeros of (*) but not

conversely. Thus, if the obstruction sets for (*) do not contain 0, then (*)h will have a

solution. (Note that this is also true if one does not take powers of the equations;

this is done in order to compute the obstruction but one could apply the theory to

that case too.)

Now if one has the standard action on 52/A/1 (e^-q = (ei*r\l,...,ei*T\j)), then

(*)(e",>T)) = ^""''(»Xt)). One gets a cross-section of the fiber bundle (the action on the

total space is e">(i], Y) = (e'^Tj, e,m*Y)) and one is back to the previous situation.

The primary obstruction, being unique, is the same for (*) and for the system with

g i deformed to 0 and f to 1. One may also deform 5y(A) to any other matrix in its

class in n^_,(GL(CM)).

II.5.C. Case k = 2. Since this case is easier it will be treated first. It has been seen

that 5y(A) is deformable to the suspension of det Bf(X). Hence, the obstruction sets

for (*) are those for

det5,(A) tli
det5,(A)' 1 '

det5,(A) f1''

H

det Bt(X)y'

since the matrices are diagonal and the determinant of a product is the product of

the determinants. The above matrix, having the same determinant as the suspension

of det T\Bj(X)y>, may be equivariantly deformed to

I \

detUBMV'r

(one may also use the direct deformation of [II, p. 10]). The first obstruction (and

the only one) is then the degree of the mapping (A, tj) -» (f]m, det XIBj(X)Y')

for (A,tj) on a(B2 X B2IM~2). Using the product theorem, this degree is

mM/-xL Degree Bj(X)y<, that is

(7) (Um,)MIU2)/mr

Thus the obstruction for extending (*) to B2 X S2IM~X is precisely the change in the

Fuller 's degree given in [CMY], Its vanishing implies the existence of an extension for

(*) but not necessarily for (*)h.
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II.5.D. Case 2 < k < 2M. If k is odd, each Bj(X) is deformable to /, giving a

system which is extendible to Bk X S2IM~X. Suppose then that k is even, k = 2s, and

deform 5;(A) to the suspension of C,(A), an element of GLiC*). One has to look at

the map

(A,tj)-(r,(C/(AHr')r'...:.(C1(A)í1)M)

with £j in Cs and tj in C'( M~i). This map is equivariantly homotopic to

(T,"',(C/(A)|/"")y'i(Q-i(^)^il)7,' + ^r,---.(C2(A)ir)ï2

+ ttnf,(Cx(X)^)m + t&),   with t in [0,1].

Now extending Cy(A) by p_1|A|C,(Ap/|A|) and putting t = p2 - |A|2, one gets a

nonzero equivariant extension to K2MI~X, i.e. for the points (A, [tj]), with |A| < p,

[tj, I/,... ,£2,0]. The first obstruction is then the degree of the above mapping from

the boundary of the ball |A| < p, ||tj, $„...,£2|| < 1 into CMI - {0}, where |, has

been replaced by (1,0,... ,0)r.

Consider now the map (C(A)(1,0,... ,0)r)"' = (P*C(X))m from 52i_1 = {A/|A|

= p} into itself: it is the composition of 5*C(A) with the application £ -» £m, which

has degree ms; this implies, from the composition theorem for degree, that

deg(5*C(A))m = msdegP*C(X) = degP„C(X)m\ since 5* is a morphism. Then

(P*C(X))m and P^C(X)m\ having the same degree, are homotopic one to the other

by Pontryagin's theorem (see [Sp, p. 398]). If G(X, t) is the homotopy, then,

replacing (C,(A)(1,0,... ,0)r)m + tft by p-^AIGTAp/lAl, t) + t^, the obstruction

is the degree of the map

(T,"',(C/(A)C')ï',(C/-i(A)^i1)1"" + ^r^--^,(A)'"'(l,0,...,0)r+^'),

which corresponds to an extension of the equivariant map on Sk~l X s2IM~x:

(x,n) ^ [rÁcl(x)wy\...,(c2(x)ii2"iy\cx(x)m,ii?).

By replacing (¿2, |,) in this map by (t£2 + (1 - t)£„ c^-^tÍj - (1 - t)|2))

and, afterwards, (A, B) by (tA + (1 - t)5, £?'(1-t)(t5 - (1 - r)A)\ with A =

(C2(X)£X1Y\ B = Cx(X)m'i2, one has an equivariant homotopy to the map

(rAc,(x)i;r)\---,cx(x)'"^2»,(c2(x)^y).

The previous extension, Pontryagin's theorem and the fact that primary obstruc-

tions depend only on the equivariant homotopy class of maps on Sk~x X s2IM~x

and are unique imply that the obstruction is the same for the initial map and for

(TJ"',(C/(A)^")y',---,C2(M%,C1(A)m^r)

(after undoing the previous deformations). Repeating this process with (¿3, |,),

(£4,1,),... ,(£/, £,) one gets to the obstruction for the map

(T,"',C/(A)1"vC,...,C,(A)^r).

Now, if A and 5 belong to GL(CM), the following deformation is valid:

(1-T        t    \/(1-tM -rAB    \

l      "T 1-T^ T/ (1   -t)BJ'
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since, if ( A",, A"2) belongs to the kernel of this matrix, then

A, = -(1 - t)t"15A'2,        ((1 - t)2t-1 + t)aBX2 = 0,

so that A"2 = 0 = A", (for t = 0 this is clear). Applying this deformation to the above

map, one has an equivariant homotopy to

U"Mr,...,i2m, ncy.(x)T'$j",

where the product is of form C,CI_X ■ ■ ■ Cx.

The obstruction is now the degree of the map

(M„...,€a,x)-■(*",«;■,...,t?.T\cJ(\)*(i,o,..:6)T)

i.e. m'M-sI.jnj(kyj(s - 1)!, with n¿(k) the class of C,(A) in Xlk_x(GX(Qk/2)).

The change of the generalized Fuller 's degree is then

m (iw-fHiE^.
Note that one has not proved that the initial map is equivariantly homotopic to

the last map (this was true for the case k = 2), but only that these maps have the

same primary obstruction. Thus, if the degree is zero, one may have higher

obstructions or no extension for the initial map. The fact that it is enough to have

n¡(k) ¥= 0 for some/ will be proved in Remark II.5.3 below.

Remarks. II.5.1. The unstable case. For k > 2M, the above extension to

g2Mt+k-2M-2 leads t0 an obstruction in Hk + 2p(K, L; Xlk + 2p_x(S2MI-x)), with

p = M(l — 1). However, the first obstruction is forp0 = Ml — k/2 if k is even and

less or equal to 2Ml; for p0 = Ml - (k - l)/2 if k is odd and less or equal to

2MI + 1; and for p0 = 0 if k > 2MI. Since p0 < p (except for k = 2M + V) the

primary obstruction is zero and, as it has been seen in the last section, the

nonvanishing of secondary obstruction does not imply positive results.

If k = 2M + 1, the above arguments, appropriately modified, still work: in fact

(5* 5(A))"1 is homotopic to PmC(X)m because 5*C(A), as an element of

Xl2M(S2M~x), is either 0 if M = 1 or a suspension if M > 1; but then the right

composition is associative, i.e. (a, + a2)° 2ß = a, ° 2ß + a2 ° 2ß if ß belongs to

n^.iiS"-1) and a, to nr(5"') (here p = 2M, r = 2M - 1 = m) [To, p. 16, 2.1].

The obstruction (primary) is then the class of (tjT1,. .. ,Tj2",n5-(A)Y-''(l,0,... ,0)r) in

n2/M(S2,M _1) = Z2. Since the mapping (tj,,. . .,tj2, A) -* ( tj™, ..., r/"', A) has degree

m(/-DM an(j one nas associativity for left composition (a°(ß, + ß2) = a°ßx +

a ° ß2, see the above reference), the obstruction is

(9) (nmf-lWZTlW**jii)   mZ2.
j  i*j

This class will be 0 if one of the mfs is even and, if all are odd, it will be the class of

LyfP + BfiX). However, here 5,5/A) = 0, since 5y(A) = ivmj - L(p) is always

deformable to a suspension ( 5 (0) * 0; see Remark II.4.6).
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Theorem II.5.1. For k > 2M, the primary obstruction, considered on CM, is always

0.

II.5.2. Reduction to the kernel. As it has just been pointed out, one needs to look

more closely into the structure of By(X). As in the last section, one may reduce

(locally) the bifurcation equation to the kernels of 5y(0) and obtain an equivalent

system

(**) [57(A)rT,;''-gy(A,rT,r,...,rT,r)]y' = 0,       7 = 1,...,/,

where 5,(0) = 0, ij, e Cd' with dj = dim ker5;(0) < dj. If k < 2 min(d7), then the

invariants for 5y(A) and for 5y(A) are the same but nj(k) = 0 for ally's for which

k > 2dj (see Theorem II.4.2). It will be seen now that there is not much gain in

considering (**) instead of (*) if / > 1, except for those y:'s such that k = 2dj + 1.

Theorem II.5.2. Let M = Ed;, d = max dj. If I > 1, the primary obstruction for

(**) is

(a) (Timáis - 1)!£,DegreeB,.(A)/mj, in Z, if k = 2s < 2d and I = {j/k <

2dj},
(b) (Umi)M-sI.jXl^JmsiP^BJ(X)), in Z2, if k = 2s + 1 < 2d + 1 andJ = {j/k

= 2d, + l},

(c) 0 otherwise.

Proof. Note first that 2M < M, since the sum of the dimensions of

ker(± imfßl - L(0))

cannot be larger than the dimension of the space. Then the obstructions are in

Hk + 2p(K, L; Xlk + 2p_x(S2lCf-x)). The primary obstruction is forp0 = M - k/2ifk

is even and k < 2M; for p0 = M — (k — l)/2 if k is odd and k < 2M + 1; and for

p0 = Oif k > 2M.

(a) If k > 2M, the primary obstruction is the class of the map

XeSk-x^((Bx(X)(l,0,...,0)T)y\0,...,0),

which is linearly deformable to (0,1,0,... ,0) since / > 1, and has a zero class.

(b) If k < 2M, let {a(l),o(2),...,a(l)} be a permutation of the set {1,...,/},

such that dall) > da(2) > • • • 3* da(l). Let

Let f be the vector of the first M — d components of tj = (tj,,. .. ,-rj,). Then the

map

' (**)„■"- \

(10)

id)

(**)«,

?L„,  ,   with? = p2- |A|2,

CO,

is a good extension to Bk X CPM~d~1, since if it is zero for A ¥= 0, then tjo(1) =

0,... ,f = 0,... ,tj0(/) = 0 by cascading, so that tj = 0 which is a contradiction and, if

A = 0, then ? = 0. The next obstruction is then for (A, f) in Bk X B2(M~dx, i.e. for
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p = M - d. But then if k > 2d, for k even, or if k > 2d + 1, for k odd, p > p0 and

thus the primary obstruction is zero.

(c) If k = 2d + 1 and da(l) = ■ ■ ■ = da(X), the argument in Remark II.5.1 implies

that the obstruction is m°~X)d'LjyfP*Bj(X) in Z2. While if da(l) < d, the obstruc-

tion is the class of the map (10), with tj replaced by (f, (1 - |f|2)1/2,0,.. .,0), for

which (**)0(/) = 0. But then this is also the class for this map, where 50(/) has been

replaced by |A|7 (or equivariantly by /), for which one could have left rj™(/) out of the

extension. Then, if / is the largest integer such that d„(y) = d for/ < /, by repeating

the argument and using the fact that one is dealing with primary obstruction, one

has to look at the obstruction for the map

(**).<».       j<h Cor       j>l

Thus, the class is

m"-ldm°-X)dZ™y°("P*Kj)(X)>

j<1

i.e. the same result as before, but where only the elements ofJ are counted.

(d) If k = 2s < 2d, let /, be the largest integer such that 2da(l¡) > k. Then one

may deform 50( , to the suspension of Ca{j), an s X s matrix, forj < /,. If (**)0(7) is

the corresponding expression for Ca(J), let £0(y) be in Cs and tj0(/) be in Cd°<j'~s. Let

f be the first LJ>lda(j) + (/, - l)s coordinates of (¿o(1))... ,¿„(/i), r¡a(h + X),... ,tj0(/)).

Then (TJm,(ïï)o(,),1..,(ïï)o(/i),(**)o(/i + i),...,(**)o(/)) + (0,0, (p2 - |A|2)r) is a

valid extension to KMs. As in the previous case, the matrices 5a(.,, for j > /,, can

be replaced by the identity in the computation of the first obstruction. This is then

the degree of (tj"', £m, FI,^ C^,(l, 0,... ,0)T); that is

(rK)*(i - 1)' L Degree^.(A)/»!*/2.

(e) If k = 2s + 1 < 2d, by Bott's theorem, one may deform 50( -, to / for ally's

with 2d0(/) > k and, by the above argument, for ally's with 2da(J) + 1 < k. One is

left with they "s with 2da(J) + 1 = k. If J is their set, with cardinality /, the primary

obstruction is then the class, in Z2, of (ftm,)M'sT.jU,^■msiP4tBJ(X).    Q.E.D.

II.5.3. From the considerations at the beginning of this section (reduction from the

set (1,...,/} to Mj) and from the fact that 2-n/mfß periodic solutions are also

2tr/ß periodic, one may reduce the study of the nonfree case to the situation where

P*Bj(X) = 0,y = 2,...,/, and5*5,(A) ¥= 0. If / = 1 one is back to the free case; if

2 < k < 2M, then P + BX(X) is the unique obstruction for extension of (*)h, as it can

be easily seen from the proof, and the above remarks may be adapted to this

situation. However the above situation does not guarantee that the minimal period

will be 2m/ß or, in the more general setting, that A, will be nonzero. In fact the

system

AA", - |A-,|2A-, = 0,       |A|2A"2 - |A-,|2A-,2(1 + |A"2|2) = 0,

with A,, X2, X in C, is equivariant under the action e¡*(Xx, X2) = (e^Xv e2,>A"2). If

A", * 0, then A = |A",|2, |A"2| = 1 + |A"2|2, leading to a contradiction. So A", = 0,

A = 0, A"2 are the bifurcation solutions.
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III. Global bifurcation. In this part of the paper one will study the equation

(*)„ vX = f(t!,X)

with /(p, X)CX in X, f and fx Lipschitz in p. X is in the space of 27r-periodic

continuous functions C°(SX)M, with p in R*"1 and the period T = 2-n/v in R+.

Let S be the set of stationary solutions {(A", p, T) with/(p, A") = 0, any T > 0}

and P the set of nontrivial periodic solutions, i.e. {(A", p, T) solution of (*)„, AYt)

nonconstant}.

It is easy to see that P - P c S [AY, II, p. 124] and that these points are

bifurcation points. If (X , np, T) is such a point, then Lasota and Yorke have

proved that Tp > 0.

If Lp(fip) = Dxf(np, Xp) is invertible, then there are an integer q(p) and a

positive number ß(p) such that Tp = 2irq(p)/ß(p) and iß(p) belongs to the

spectrum of Lp(np) [AY, 12, p. 1248; MY, Appendix]. Furthermore, the stationary

points near (X , ft ) are of the form X (p) and

(H) /(M, X) = Lp(n)( X - A») + gp(n, X)

withg„(p, X) = o(\\X- A,(p)||).

Let vp = 2tr/Tp and consider all eigenvalues of Lp(fip) of the form mj(p)vp, with

mx(p) < m2(p) < • ■ ■ < m,(p) integers. Note that it is not necessary that mx(p)

= 1, i.e. vp is not necessarily an eigenvalue of L (p ). For instance, for a linear

problem with eigenvalues +/, ±3//2 the solution Xe" + Ye3"/2, with least period

477, may be thought of as bifurcating from v = 1/2, in which case m, = 2, m2 = 3.

If L (¡i) satisfies hypotheses H.1-H.3 for these eigenvalues, then one may apply

the local bifurcation result.

Let #be the connected component of P branching off (0,0,2tr/ß). Assume #is

bounded and that all bifurcation points in #, (X ,[i ,T ), are such that the

linearization Lp(¡i) satisfies H.l, H.2 and H.3 (i.e. the real part of the corresponding

eigenvalues of L (ft), for p ¥= fip, are nonzero). Since the intersections of P and S

with any bounded set are compact (this is true for the initial points A"(0) [12, p. 1328]

and then using the continuous dependence of the solution with respect to the initial

conditions), then *€ is compact and there is only a finite number of bifurcation

points on it (p g / a finite set). Note that for each of these points, the local

obstruction theory of §11 may be applied.

III.l. Construction of an invariant neighborhood and reduction to finite dimension.

ULLA. Construction of the neighborhood. As in the previous articles, one will

construct a neighborhood of #such that (*)„ has no solution on its boundary except

for (X, p, T) close to a bifurcation point. In fact one wants an open bounded set fi

in C°(SX)M X Rk with the following properties:

(1) lie S2 and there are positive constants, c, C, such that 0 < c < i» < C on ñ.

(2) The only stationary points in ß are of the form (X (p), p, T), with (p, T)

close to (np, Tp), p in /. Furthermore, if AYt) = X0 + F(t), X0 G RM, Y(r) L2-

orthogonal to the constants, then S2 in a neighborhood of (X , fip, Tp) has the form

of a ball ||T|| < e2, \\X0 - Xp\\ ̂  e0, ||p - ¡tp]\ + \T - Tp\ < ek, where the local

reduction done in the first part is valid, in particular where the only solution, with
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Up - pp|| + |T - Tp\ = ek, is Y = 0, X0 = Xp(n). Finally, if d((X, p, T); S) =

distance of ( X, p, T) in fi to 5 (recall that T does not play any role in S) is less than

min(e0, e,), then (A", p, T) is in one of the above balls. If (0,0,2ir/ß) is the only

bifurcation point in %', this distance function will be replaced by || A"0|| + ||y||.

(3) If AYt) is in fi, so is A"(t + <|>) = A^t).

(4) (*)„ has no solutions on 3S2 except points of the form (A^p), p, T), for (p, T)

close to (np, Tp), p in /.

The construction of a neighborhood of # satisfying properties (1) and (2) is easy

since 'to and S, intersected with a bounded set, are compact; the distance function is

continuous and /(p, 0) = 0. Now, since #is a connected component, if ( X, p, T) is

in 1>, so is ( Xç, p, T): 'if is Sx invariant. One may then start from any finite covering

of # by balls satisfying (1) and (2) (^ is compact), replace these balls by their

translate under the action, obtaining thus " tori" with the same properties (the action

is an isometry for the max-norm, S, P and #being Sx invariant) and a first invariant

neighborhood. An inspection of the proof of " Whyburn's lemma"4 (see [14, Chapter

III, §11]) shows that all the sets can be taken invariant (again using the isometry),

getting thus an invariant fi with 3Í2 n P = 0.

III.LB. Reduction to finite dimension. In this subsection one will use the compact-

ness of the intergral operator, associated to (*)„, in order to replace (*)„ by an

approximate finite-dimensional system (f)„. It is important to note that the ap-

proximation will not be needed in the rest of the argument, except for the fact that

the two systems have the same obstruction sets in a vicinity of a bifurcation point.

Thus, with this reduction, one avoids the construction of an obstruction theory for

infinite-dimensional spaces, although such an extension could easily be done along

the usual lines for degree theories.

Consider the equivalent equation

(12) v(X-Xo)-Kf(ti,X) = 0,    XQ=2tt-x(2mX{r)dr.

Here K is the compact operator resulting from the composition

C°(SX)M - L2(SX)M * WX-2(SX)M - C°(SX)",

where the first and last operators are inclusions, the last is compact from the Sobolev

embedding theorem, and

(13) k(y0 +  Z Y„e'"r) = Y0 +  I y„^.

Since the Nemitsky operator associated to/is Lipschitz continuous in C°(SX)M

and K is bounded, the resulting nonlinear operator is compact. The equation (12) is

then the system (*)„.

Since   K   is   compact   and   the   equation   (12)   is   nonzero   on   A = 3ß n

((A", p, T)/d(X, p, T; S) ^ min(e0, e,)}, it is a standard argument that there is a

positive e such that, on this set, \X - X0 - v'xKf(fi, X)\co ^ e.

4 In fact this result goes back to the early days of topology, see [Ku, Chapter V].
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Let PN(LYne"'T) = 1% Y„e'"r be the orthogonal projection in We-2(SX)M, e = 0,

1, on the IN + 1 first modes (Y_n = Y„).

Let QN = Y.QPn/(N + 1) be the Cesàro sum. Since

iQNX){r) = 27T-1 Íx(t + v)FN(n) di,,

with FN(v) = (sin(N + l)ri/2)2/(N + l)(sin rj/2)2, the Fejér kernel, it follows from

Fejér's theorem that QNX converges in C{)(SX)M to X and that ||ô/v||c<> < 1- Then

there is an N such that

\\'-l(l - Q„)Kf(ti, X)\\c« < e/2 for« > N

and for ( X, p, T) in the above set A : if not, one has a sequence of tij, X¡, py, T-, with

rij going to oo, (Pj,Tj) converging to (p,T) (the set A is closed), A/(p-, A^)

converging to Y (for a subsequence by the compactness) and with the inequality

reversed. But then (/ - Q„)(Kf(\Lj, Xf) - Y) + (I - Qn)Y tends to 0, since Qn is

uniformly bounded and from above.

From both inequalities if follows that v(X — X0) - QNKf(¡i, X) is nonzero on

the set A for N large enough. In particular, for elements of QNC°(SX)M, i.e. for

QNX = L%X„ein7(N + 1 - \n\)/(N + 1), with X_n = X„, in which case the equa-

tion v( X - X0) - QNKf(ß, X) = 0 is equivalent to

(t)„ invX„-f„{ix,QNX)-0,       0<«</V

(since for negative «'s one has the conjugates). Now, if (QNX, p, T) belongs to

dtiN = QNC°(SX)M x Rk n 3S2 and d(QNX, p, T; S) < min(e0, e,), then, from the

properties of £2, one has |p - ¡ip\ + \T - Tp\ = eA, ||A"0 - A* || < e0,

lPo<|n|<Arnn#0 X„e'"T(l - \n\/(N + 1))|| < e,, for some p in /. There the equation

(t)„ has the form

(invl - Lp(p)(l - n/(N + 1)))X„ - gpJli, QNX) = 0,        0 < n < N,

Lp(n)(X0 - Xp(p)) + gpß(p:, Q„X) = 0

with gp.nil1, Qnx) " °(\\Qnx - ^,(P)I|). If Lp(n) has iy as an eigenvalue, for p

close to fip, and, if v is close to ß(p)/q(p), then the above matrices will not be

invertible if v/y = 1/n — 1/(N + 1). Since y is bounded away from zero and

bounded in that neighborhood, one has a bound on the possible n 's (independent of

N ). By choosing Af very large, y has to be close to a multiple of v, that is close to a

multiple of ß(p)/q(p) = v . Thus y = m}(p)vp, n = mj(p), p = fip. The above

matrices are singular for v — v = mjvp/(N + 1) and invertible for |p - ¡xp\ +

\T-Tp\ = ek.

Now, since the spectrum of L„(p) is bounded and |1 - n/(N + 1)| < 1, there is

an N0 such that the inverses of the above matrices are bounded, from the spectral

mapping, by C/n for all n ^ A^; 7V0, C independent of N. For the other inverses (for

(p, v) on the boundary of the disc) there is an Nx such that one has a similar bound

if N > Nx. One gets then

\X„\^Co{\Q„X-Xp(¡x)\)/n,       »>0,

\X0-Xp{ix)\^Co{\QNX-Xp{ß)\),
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so that

IIC*- X,00llc* < a\\QNX - Xp{n)\\wù < o{\QNX - Xp(ix)\)

(ais given by Sobolev embedding), for all N > Nx. This implies that one may choose

e0, e, beforehand, so that any solution of (f)„, with |p - p | + \T — Tp\ = ek and

d(QNX, p, T; S) < min(e0, e,), must be QNX = Xp(¡i) for any N > Nx.

Thus the pair ((f)„, 0 < n < N, d(QNX, p, T; S) - e) is nonzero, for any positive

e, for (QNX, p, T) in dQ,N.

From now on QNC°(SX)M will be identified with RM X CMN, by looking at the

components (A"0, XX,...,XN) = (A"0, Y), the maximum norm will be used and the

image of Q,N will be also called QN. On CMN one has the action e'^Y =

(e'^Xx, e2"t'X2,.. .,eN'^XN), which is an isometry under the maximum norm.

On the bounded, open, invariant set 12^ one will consider the triple

linvX„-f„(X0,Y,^),       0<n^N,

Fe(X0,Y,lx,v)=lf0(X0,Y,fi),

\d{X0,Y,n,p;S)-e,

with/„( X0, y, p) = f„(QNX, p), and S is taken to be in RM X R\ given by points of

the form (A"0, p, v). Note that d(X0, Y, p, v; S) can be replaced by any continuous

function on £iN with the property that if it vanishes on aQ,N, then ( X0, p, v) belongs

to S, for example by ||A"0|| + ||y||, if "^contains only (0,0,2ir/ß) as a bifurcation

point.

Then FE is nonzero on o£LN.

Remark III.1.1. The operator QN, which is not a projection, is needed because of

the lack of uniform convergence of the Fourier series for continuous functions.

However, one could have worked with Fourier series in WX2(SX) from the start; in

fact, from the regularity of solutions, 5 and P are contained in Wx2. P -P c 5 is

also valid, so that the closure of P with respect to the WX2 norm is the closure of P

with respect to the uniform norm. Chains, in C° and in WX2, of solutions are

identical, so that connected components of P are the same in both norms. One may

then construct the set ß in Wx2, with the same properties, /(p, X(r)) is clearly a

Lipschitz continuous operator on C°(SX)M and, since WX2 is compactly included in

C°(SX), the operator Kf is compact on WX2(SX)M. By considering the equation

v(X — X0) — Kf(fi, X) on Wx2, one may reduce the problem to finite dimension by

using PN instead of QN. One gets locally the matrices inl - Lp(¡i), which are clearly

deformable to the previous ones for |p - np\ + \T - Tp\ = ek. Thus one has the same

obstruction sets.

III.2. Sx-inessentialmappings.

The next step in the proof is to replace the notion of obstruction by the weaker,

but related, notion of equivariant essentiality.

Definition. Let A" be a closed, bounded, invariant subset of CMN X RM X Rk.

Let F(Y0, X0, X) = (FX,...,FN, F0) be a mapping from Xinto CMN X RM+X - {0},

which is equivariant, i.e. FJ(ei'"(Y0, X0, A)) = eIJ*Fj(Y0, X0, A),y = 0,....,JV (F; be-

longs to CM if j; > 1 and to Rw+1 if y = 0, the action is the one defined above).
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Then, if y is a closed, bounded, invariant subset containing X, Fis called Sx-inessen-

tial with respect to Y if and only if there is a nonzero equivariant extension of F to Y.

Lemma. (1) // F0 and Fx are equivariantly homotopic on X and F0 is Sx-inessential

with respect to Y, then so is Fx.

(2) F is Sx-inessential with respect to any Y (or with respect to a ball 5, centered at

the origin) if and only if F is equivariantly deformable to (0,... ,0, c), c a constant in
dM+1

Proof. It is enough to adapt the standard proof to the equivariant case [14].

However, for sake of completeness, a quick review of the main points will be given

here.

Let F0 be the equivariant extension of F0 and F(X, t) be the equivariant homotopy

from F0 to F, (A" stands for (Y0, X0, A)). Set Z = X X [0,1] U Y X {0} and F:

Z -* CMN X RM+X - {0} by

F(X,t) = F(X,t)     if A-G A",

F(y,o) = f0(y)      if y g y.

From Tietze's extension theorem, F extends to G1 = (G\,.. .,GXN, G¿) from Y into

CMN X RM+X. Define

Gf(X, t) = (277)-1 \2\-'*G)(e'*X, t) d<t>,       j = 0,...,N.

It is easy to see that G is an extension of F and that Gj(ei'>X, t) = eij'i'Gj(X, t), by

changing variables and periodicity of the action. (This is Gleason's lemma [Br, p.

36].) Let A = {y g Y/G(Y, t) = 0, for some t}. A is invariant, A n X = 0, so that

one has a separating function A,: Y -» [0,1], with XX(A) = 0, A^A") = 1. Defining

A( A") = (27r)"1/02" Xx(e'*X) d$, one gets an invariant separating function (A and X

being invariants). In fact, by taking A(A') = dist(A", A)/(dxst(X, B) + dis^A", A))

and since the action is an isometry, A is already invariant. The last step is to define

G(Y, t) = G(Y, X(Y)t), which is easily seen to be a nonzero equivariant homotopy

from F0 to an equivariant extension of Fx.

For (2) it is enough to note that (0,... ,0, c) is S ̂ inessential (it is important that

the action has an invariant component; if not the only equivariant constant would

be 0). Conversely, if F is 5 ̂ inessential with respect to 5 (which is invariant under

the sup-norm), then H(X, t) = F((l - t)X) is an equivariant deformation of F to a

constant map, F being the extension.   Q.E.D.

Before applying the S Mnessentiality to the global obstruction problem, it is worth

it to note that this notion may be extended to any problem, on a general Banach

space, with the action of any compact Lie group.

Remark III.2.1. Inessentiality for general Lie groups. It is clear that the above

definition and result can be extended to a more general situation. In fact let G be a

compact Lie group and F be a Banach G-space. (I.e. F is a representation of G given

by a continuous homomorphism p: G ^> GL(£). Since G is compact, one may

assume that p is an isometry on E by renorming E via ||X\\' = /c||p(g)( A")|| dg, dg

the normed Haar measure on G. For simplicity the action p(g)(Ar) will be denoted
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by gA".) One will consider G-equivariant maps (F(gA") = gF(A")) of the form

Identity-Compact and compact G-equivariant homotopies.

Definition III.2.1. Let A" be a closed, bounded, invariant subset of E and I — F

be a G-equivariant map from X into E - (0} (F compact). I — F is said to be

G-inessential with respect to Y, Y a closed, bounded, invariant set containing A\ if

/ — F extends to a G-equivariant map from y into E — {0}.

Lemma III.2.1. (1) If I — F0 and I — F, are equivariantly homotopic on X and

I — F0 is G-inessential with respect to Y, then so is I — Fx.

(2) If the fixed point set of the action (which is a linear space) has positive

dimension, write E = E ffi R (R a line in EG), then F is G-inessential with respect to

any Y (or with respect to a ball B centered at the origin) if and only if I — F =

(/ — F, f) is equivariantly deformable to(X, c), c a nonzero constant in R.

Proof. Tietze's extension theorem has to be replaced by Dugundji's and then one

takes G(X, t) = jg'xG(gX, t) dg. For each fixed X, the orbit gA' is compact so that

the integral is a well-defined equivariant extension. The only point is to check that if

Gx = I — Kx, Kx compact, then the resulting G = I — K has K compact. Thus it is

enough to recall that K, on Y, is compact if an only if K(X) = Y%K„(X), where

Kn(X) belongs to a finite-dimensional space En and ||ATn(Ar)|| < 2" for all A" in y

[Gr, Chapter II]. Let then Kx n be such a series for Kx and define Kn as its average on

the group G. Then \\Kn(X, t)\\ < Supc\\KXn(gX, Oil < 2'", since y is invariant and

the action is an isometry. Clearly, Kn(X,t) belongs to GEn, is equivariant and the

geometrical series converges to K(X). GEn is a finite-dimensional G-subspace

because the image under G of the unit sphere is compact (G is compact and the

action is continuous) and is the unit sphere in GEn (the action is an isometry). (One

could also have used finite-dimensional approximation [Ni, Theorem 2.1.1; Ma,

Lemma II.4].)

For (2), ( X, c) is clearly G-inessential and of the form /-compact. For the

converse, note first that if X — K(X) is the extension to 5, then X —

R~X\\X\\K(XR/\\X\\) is a nonzero equivariant (the action is an isometry) extension

for \\X\\ > R, R the radius of 5. Now, since X — K(X) is nonzero on 5 and K is

compact, the above map is bounded away from zero on 5 and there is a finite-

dimensional equivariant approximation KN of K, as above, which is equivariantly

homotopic to K. If KN(B) is contained in EN, a G-subspace, let PN be the projection

on EN (one may assume that R is contained in EN and that PN is equivariant by

averaging). Then

X - KN{X) = (I - PN)X © PNX - KN(X).

KN(PNX + t(I — PN)X) is a valid deformation. Then one may deform equi-

variantly PNX — KN(PNX) to -Ä^(0), a nonzero vector in EN n EG, which can be

invariantly deformed to (0, c). The deformation to (X, c) is clear. Q.E.D. Note that

if EG = (0), then K(0) = 0 for any equivariant map, so that one cannot extend to 5.

One may then use this on WX2(SX), defining the action on Fourier coefficients, or

directly with the nonlinear action of translations along orbits. It is not difficult to

check that averaging still works and is not necessary for autonomous functions.
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III.3. The global obstruction.

Since QN is bounded, let 5 be a large ball {(Y, X0, p, j-)/I|T|| < Rx, \\X0\\ < R0,

HpII < Rk, c ^ v ^ C} containing $1N (B is invariant from the sup-norm). For E

large enough, FF is nonzero on 5 (it is even possible to replace the first (N + 1)

equations by any equivariant extension outside of &N). Thus F£|3a is S ^inessential

with respect to 5 and FE\aB is equivariantly deformable to (0,0, -E). Then for any

e > 0, Ff|3n U (0,0, -F)|8B, which is equivariantly deformable on d$lN U 35 to

FF\aa u3B, is S ̂ inessential on this pair of disjoint sets with respect to 5.

Fix'e < min(e0, e,). Let F(Y, X0, p, v) = (FX,...,FN, F0, Fr), with F] in CM for

j = 1,...,AT, F0 in RM, Fr in R, be defined on 5 as (i) the extension of Fe\aa U

(0,0, -E)\dB on B—QN and (ii) FE on ÇiN. Then F(y, A"0, p, v) is nonzero on

5 -U,5(p), where B(p) = {\\Y\\ < e,, ||^0 - X(p)\\ < e0, ||p - p,|| + |T - T,| <

eA} is given in the construction of ß (this comes from the choice of e: for any zero

one has to be close to one of the bifurcation points). Let A = (p, v — (c + C)/2), Xp

corresponding to (¡ip, v ), Rk,ek will correspond to the different balls.

Consider the unit sphere {(tj,,. .. ,r¡„), ■q/ in CM and H|t7/|2 = 1)- Let the mapping

from S2MN~X X B into CMN xRMXR, with 5 = {(r, X0, X)/r <= R, 0 < r < Rx,

|| AJ < 50, ||A|| < Rk}, be defined by

([F/irnx,rr,22,...,rV»,X0,X)}"'/J,       j=l,...,N,

F(jlx,...,rlN,r,X0,X)= I F0(rTj,,... ,?i$, X0, A),

Fr{r-Hi,...,rvß, A*0,A)

with ? = r(max ¡tjjD-1.

If fi(/>) = {(r, A-0, A)/0 < r < e„ || AT0 - X( p)\\ « e0, ||A - A(p)|| ^ ek), then

F * 0 on S2*"^1 x (5 -U/5(p)). In fact if (tj, r, A"0, A) is a zero of F, then

(rTj,,.. .,rr\NN, X0, A) is a zero of F, with pTj,,... ,?T)jJJ|| = maxJrTjjl = r.

0n 52MN-1 one has the standard action, while on the image in CMN X RM X R -

(0), one has the nonfree action e'*(Y, X0, r) = (eiN,*Y, X0, r). After normalization,

one gets a cross-section of the bundle

• s
£2MN+M _^ jç y, QpMN-l

where K = 5 -U/5(p), extending the cross-section over L X QpMN~1^ with L =

3(5 -U,5(p)). (The only difference with the previous case is that, having 2MN +

M + 1 equations, the dimension of the fiber is different.) The eventual obstructions

are all zero and belong to Hq+X(K X CPMN~X, L X CP1"1'1; Xlq(S2MN + M)). Note

that on 35, F is (0,0, -£ ) and, on 35( p ), F is

( + )

[(ijvl - L„(p)(l -j/(N + l)))rnj - g,j(p,QHfa,..:.,hü))]"t/J,

1 <7<iV,

Lp(ii)(X0-Xp(ß))+gp0(tx,QN(rvx,...)),

d(rnx,...,ri)NN, XQ,\i, v; S) - e.
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On B(p), the distance function is Max(r, lof (||'Jf0 - Xp(p0)\\, ||p - Poll))' where

iMo — P(P)\ < ek (v uoes not enter).

111.4. Case of one bifurcation point on '&.

Since this case is easier to handle it will be treated first. Without loss of generality,

one may take Xp = 0, X(p) = 0, R0 = Rx = Rk, e0 = e, = ek. For (r, X0, X) in

5(0), define an extension of F(tj, r, X0, A) on 35(0), by inversion with respect to its

boundary; i.e.

G(tj,/-, X0,X) = F(7],tr,tX0,tX)

with t(r, X0, X) = R0\\r, X0, X\\~x - (R0 - e0)eö1. Then \\tr, tX0, tX\\ = R0 -

(R0 — e0)\\r, X0, X\\/s0 (the value at the origin is (0,0, -E), value of F on 35). This

means that (+ ) has an equivariant extension from S2MN~X X 35(0) to S2MN~X X

5(0) and a corresponding extension to the fiber bundle

r2AÍAÍ+M _>   D y   &2MN-X  w       <^2MN+M _>   ñ y  çpMN-1
Si

The eventual obstructions are in

Hk + M+x + 2p{'B X CPMN~XXB X CPMN~X; Tlk + M+2p(S2MN+M)),

p = 0,.. .,2MN - 2, and they all vanish (the calculus of the cohomology groups is

as before, with k replaced by k + M + 1, and the coefficient group has to be

changed).

Recall that e0, e,, ek have been chosen such that if ||A|| = ek, the linear part of the

equations for j = 1,...,N, dominates the nonlinear part (which is of the form

0(r(r + ||A"0||)), since it vanishes for r = 0 from the equivariance). For ||A"0|| = e0,

then ||AYp)|| < e0/2 (from the choice of ek and continuity), so that \\X0 - A"(p)|| >

e0/2 and the linear part of the equation, fory = 0, dominates the nonlinear part. For

/- = £,, the distance function is larger than e, > e. For r = 0, the only solution of the

second equation is A^ = A"(p) (from the estimates on g0) in which case the distance

function is 0. On 35(0), one may then deform equivariantly the nonlinear parts to 0.

Then Lp(¡x) can be deformed in GL(RM) to sign det Lp(0)I, the distance function to

r, r to 1, 1 — j/(N + 1) to 1, A"0 — A"(p) to X0, and the matrices ijvl — Lp(p) to /

for ally 's which are not of the form mf( p ).

Now the pair ((B(\)$j)m/J, Ia") can be written as

ir »r
Choose N large enough so that one is dealing only with the stable classes of the

matrices. If k is odd or if k > 2d = 2 max dim ker5y(0), one may deform to

(tj7", +X0, r - e), which has an extension to s2MN~x X 5(0): the local invariant is

0. However, if k < 2d and k = 2s, one has to look at the map

(T7,A,A-0,r)-(TJA",(C/(A)ir)A"/m'.---,(C1(A)ir)An/mi,

sign det Lp(0)Xo,r - ej,

mthÇj g C*,tj g CMN-'s(s < M, /< ^V).
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The primary obstruction, for p = MN - s, is the degree of the mapping

(M/,....Í2.*.*0.')

- (tï*, (CÍA)!?')"''"", (C/_,(A)^ï.)An/m'-1 + tff"

.(cl(X)(l,0,...,0)r)*,/", + íí*?,±J^fr,-«),

where t — e0 — || A"0, A, r||, as it has been seen in §11.5.D. As before, this is the degree

of (j)N\t?',-.-,¡if, nCj<\yNl/miyt\,Q,...,0)T, Sign delL(0)X0,r-e). By the

product theorem, this degree is

/

(14) (N\)MN(s - l)!SigndetL„(0) £ «y(*)/m*.

7 = 1

This gives the contradiction and the existence of the continuum.

Remarks. III.4.1. k = 2, this is the only obstruction, while for k > 2, this is only

the primary.

III.4.2. Existence of a local continuum. One may also prove the existence of a local

continuum, even in the case of k > 2d or k odd, by remaining in a neighborhood of

(0,0,2tr/ß) where the reduction is valid.

In the free case, 1=1, one has to consider, as in Remark II.4.6, the class of

(A, r) -» (B(X)XX, r - e), 5(0) = 0, A\ fixed.

// the first suspension of P*B(X) is nonzero, one gets a local continuum (if the

suspension is zero it would be interesting to know if no continuum exists).

For the nonfree case, one may use the reduction given in Remark II.5.2. The only

nontrivial case is for k odd, k < 2d + 1, giving a primary obstruction in Un(S"~x)

with n s? 4 (since / > 1, one has at least a 2-complex dimensional problem). By

adding r — s one obtains the suspension in the stable range.

If the local invariant, given in Theorem II.5.1, is nonzero, one has a local continuum.

III.5. General case.

In this section one will relate the local to the global obstructions, which are 0 in

Hq+X(-, ■; Xlq(S2MN+M)). The cell-complexes are much more complicated, but the

only local obstruction which is of value is the primary obstruction, for q = 2MN + M

and k = 2s. In this case, the obstruction is given by 80k2MN+m(F), where 80 is the

coboundary operator

Ti2MN+Mt i   v QpMN-l\ _>   ZJ-2MN+M+1S is x çpMN-l    j   y  QpMN-l\

and k(F) is the characteristic element of F.

Locally one has to replace (K, L) by (B(p), oB(p)). Then one may follow the

argument given in [14, p. 159] for cohomology instead of cohomotopy:

Consider first the exact sequence for the pair (5 X CPMN'x,aB XCPMN~X).

Since 5 is contractible and the cohomology for CPMNX is 0 in dimension larger

than 2MN - 2, the coboundary operators 8(p) (for B(p)) and 5 (for 5) are

isomorphisms in dimension 2A//V + M, H2MN ■ M(oB X CPMN-1) = Z, the unique

relative cell being of the form BM+k + x X p2MN2s.
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Secondly, by excision of the small balls B(p), one has

Hq(Kx CPMN-x,\J,dB(p) x CPMN~X)

s Hq(B xCPMN-x,\JfB(p) X CPMN~X) s 0,

for q 2* 2 A/A/ (using the cohomology sequence for this last pair and the facts that 5,

B(p) are contractible and the dimension of CPMN~X). Thus the mapping y'*,

induced by inclusion

H1MN+M(K x ÇpMN-1) C H2MN+M{\J,0~B(p) X CPMN~X)

is an isomorphism.

Furthermore in the diagram

A*
Ti2MN+ Mi is w QpMN-l\ _, ij2MN+M/^hy,ç^pMN-l\

Î ''; jp* S

H2MN+N{(B-B{p))xCPMN-x)      JÍ      H2MN+M(dB(p)xCPMN-x)

where all maps are induced by inclusions, j*, j* are isomorphisms by radial

retraction from 5 -B(p) onto 35 (or oB(p)). Hence, k* is onto (or k* is onto,

where 5 is replaced by B(p)). Note thaty* = © fk*.

Consider now the commutative diagram:

e,H2MN + M(oB(p)xCPMN-1)

/■J* T'T

H2MN + M(LxCPMN1)

-I H2MN + M*itKx CpMN-l  L x CPMN1) - 0

H2MN+M(bBxCPMN~l)

(That /'*, is one-to-one and S0 is onto follows from the fact thaty*, and hence /'*,, is

one-to-one at the levels 2MN + M and 2MN + M + 1.) Since L = 35 U , 35(p),

i* as i* ffi i'| is an isomorphism and, since k(F) = F*(k(S2MN+m)), one has

«(^Us) = '^(F), e»c(F(p)) = i*K(F). If a = i*0ß, then i*a = j*ß, ß -y*"1/?« =

r^ipiß, so that Im/'S =ker(7-/Sy'*-1/,*). Also /'*(/- íIj*-xí[*)k(F) = 0 ®

«(^Uè)-**^1 ©,k(F(p)), so that 50(k(F)) = 0 if and only if fc(F|3S) =

k*j*-x ®fK(F(P)).

Here F|8¿ = (0,0, -E) is trivial and the global obstruction is 0, i.e. 80(k(F)) = 0.

Furthermore,

k*j*~x e = Ly;;;-1,
I I

from the first diagram. Using the inclusions of (5,35) and (B(p),dB(p)) in

(5, 5 — B(p)) and the commutativity of the sequences for these pairs, one has

Sjp*j*~l = J*0!*'1 z=Jp*Jp*~1°p (s> °p> ° are the operators for each of the above pairs).

One thus obtains

0-* H2MfJ+M(KxCPMN>)      4 *

¿Zj:jp*-1c(f(p)) = o.
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But, from the retractions, j*j*~x sends generators in generators, so that the sum of

the local indices (which have been already computed in the last section) must be 0,

i.e.

^ ¿,      n,(k,p)
Z sign det L(ii) ¿Z  —±-—- = 0.

>-i (mj{p))k/2

This ends the proof of the Main Theorem.

IV. Concluding remarks.

IV.l. In [MY], a summation formula for a generic case (k = 2, wy(p) = 1, / = 1)

is announced without proof. After this work was completed the author learned of an

extension of the ideas in [MY] for the partial differential equation case given in [Fi].

Extensions of the method given in the present paper to the continuation problem or

to the infinite-dimensional case do not seem to be very difficult and will be the

subject of a subsequent paper.

IV.2. After completing this paper, the author was informed by Professors Berestycki

and Lasry of a result of S. Y. Husseini on the homotopy group of equivariant maps

between spheres [Hus].

Husseini considers the map

(15) (A'0,5,(A)A'„...,5/(A)A-/)

defined on | A"0|2 + |y|2 = 1, with YT = ( A,,...,X,), k = 2s < 2d. Then, he looks

for equivariant extensions of (15) from the set {|A| = 1} to the set {|A| < 1}, in such

a way that the invariant component of this extension has the property that

/0( X0, A,0) = X0. His main result is that if such an extension exists, then the degree

in formula (14) is 0.

Although some of the ideas are similar, several comments are in order.

(a) After taking the product with the universal classifying space, Husseini reduces

the problem to an equivariant obstruction problem and computes the equivariant

cohomology of pairs of spheres. The machinery from Algebraic Topology is much

heavier than the techniques used in this paper.

(b) The main difference in spirit between the two papers is that Husseini has an

approach which is more natural from the topological point of view, whereas the

present approach is closer to analysis. For instance, since one is looking for

nontrivial solutions (Y ¥= 0), it is natural to consider the invariant component X0 as

a set of new parameters. Hence one studies (15) on the set (|y| = 1} X {lAJ2 + |A|2

= 1} and equivariant extensions to the set (|y| = 1} X {|A"0|2 + |A|2 < 1}.

(c) In §§IL5 and III.3, it has been proved that if the expression

(16) (A'0,/-5,(A)T,„...,/-5/(A)T,/,r-l),

defined on the set {|tj| = 1} X 3{|A"0|2 + |A|2 <1,0 < r < 2), has an equivariant

extension to (|tj| = 1} X {|A"0|2 + |A|2 < 1,0< r « 2), then the degree of (14) is 0.

It is not difficult to show that (16) extends, as above, if and only if

(17) (X0,Bx(X)Xx,...,B,(X)Xh\Y\-l)
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extends equivariantly from {|AT0|2 + |y|2 + |A|2 = 2} to {|A"0|2 + |y|2 + |A|2 < 2),

provided the invariant component has the property that/0( A*0, A,0) = X0.

Consider finally

(18) (A0,5,(A)A-„...,5/(A)A'/,|A0|2 + |y|2-l).

It is easy to show that (17) and (18) are equivariantly homotopic on the above

sphere, provided the homotopy preserves the condition f0(X0, A,0) = X0 ((18)

corresponds to the J-homomorphism image of (15) under Husseini's approach, while

(17) corresponds to the image under the present approach).

This imples that, if (15) extends in Husseini's context, then so does (18), hence

(17), and also (16). The degree of (14) is 0. Thus Husseini's result is a consequence of

this paper.

(d) Husseini does not consider the global obstruction nor the unstable case.

(e) One may improve the Berestycki-Lasry application on the existence of 277-

periodic solutions to the system X = v<p(X), X in R2m, <j>(X) ■ X = 0, <¡>(0) = 0,

4>(X) • aX > 0, where a is an antisymmetric regular matrix, \<¡>(X) - aX\ < a\X\ (a

depending on the spectrum of a), by proving the existence of continua going to

infinity.

IV.3. If L(0) is singular, one may have bifurcation of stationary solutions.

However, it is possible to put conditions on the nonlinearity to guarantee the

existence of periodic solutions. In this case the bifurcation equation has an invariant

component. The details will be given in a later paper.

IV.4. Nirenberg, in [NÍ2], uses a trick, similar to the one needed to study the

nonfree case, to compute the degree of an SLequivariant mapping. Using an

argument of dimension, it is not difficult to prove that in fact this degree is the

product of the degree of the invariant component by the formula given in [Ni2].

(There the invariant component has the property that/( A"0,0) = A'0, with degree 1.)

IV.5. Finally, it is clear that the method of this work can be extended to other

group actions, either finite or infinite, defining an equivalent of Fuller's degree.
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